Cellular networks inferred from microarray data provide important insight into genetic interactions in cells under different conditions. Unfortunately, many network inference algorithms do not scale to whole-genome data with hundreds of variables. We propose a novel divide and conquer approach, Cluster and Infer Networks (CIN), for scalable learning of large networks. CIN learns network structures in two steps: (a) pre-cluster network nodes and learn networks per cluster, (b) revisit the cluster assignment of variables with poor neighborhoods.
Introduction
Cellular adaptations essential for survival under changing environmental conditions are driven by a complex, but coordinated, set of interactions among genes, proteins and metabolites. Identification of these interactions using whole-genome microarray data is crucial for understanding the functional aspects of these networks and, therefore, how cells respond to changing environmental conditions.
Probabilistic graphical models are well-known frameworks for modeling cellular networks [5] . Such models are especially suitable for identifying higher-order dependencies among arbitrarily sized groups of nodes. When the network is not known, network structure inference algorithms are used to infer the structure. As optimal de-novo network reconstruction is known to be NP-hard, polynomial time (O(n k−1 )) algorithms learning networks with bounded degree have been developed [1] . Here n is number of nodes and k is the degree. Unfortunately, when n becomes very large (several hundreds) and k is of any interesting size (2 ≤ k ≤ 10), as is the case for genome-scale networks, these algorithms become expensive in time and memory.
We present a tractable approach to learn the structure of cellular networks represented as undirected graphical models. Our approach, Cluster and Infer Networks (CIN), clusters the nodes into smaller, possibly overlapping groups and learns separate networks per cluster. By partitioning the nodes into smaller groups, we avoid searching over the complete node set, resulting in runtime benefits. Because the initial clustering may not be perfect, we iteratively reassign nodes to clusters to improve the quality of the node neighborhoods, repeating the procedure until convergence. The complete network structure is obtained by combining the networks inferred per cluster.
CIN is a meta-algorithm and can work with any existing algorithm of learning network structure. We used the Markov blanket search (MBS) algorithm [6] , for learning the structure of undirected graphs (specifically, Markov random fields). The MBS algorithm uses an information theoretic score to identify the best neighborhood, Markov blanket, for each variable.
We compare CIN with and without cluster reassignment, against standard MBS that infers networks over the entire, unpartitioned node set. CIN gives significant speed improvements, without significant accuracy loss of the inferred structures, when evaluated on simulated data from networks with known structure. Adding cluster reassignment further improves performance, still keeping CIN faster than MBS with no clustering.
We also applied CIN to a yeast microarray compendium of glucose-starvation induced stationary phase. We were able to identify several subgraphs that were enriched in a large number of metabolic processes (e.g. glycolysis, acetyl-CoA metabolic process), characteristic of yeast cells in starvation conditions. A large proportion of subgraphs enriched in biological functions (p-value < 10 −5 ) were likely to be true positives (false discovery rate < 0.05). This indicates that our approach accurately and efficiently capture dependencies crucial for understanding cellular stress response mechanisms.
Experiments
We evaluated the merit of our CIN approach on data generated from networks of known topology. We used three networks, ECOLI, G75 and G50, with n = 188, 150, and 100 nodes respectively. ECOLI is obtained from the regulatory network of the bacteria E. coli [7] , and G75 and G50 are artificial regulatory networks generated from a network simulator. These networks are sufficiently large to require our pre-clustering approach, yet small enough to enable structure learning via an approach without clustering. The k-means algorithm was used to cluster the data.
We evaluated the performance by comparing how well different sub-graphs in the true networks matched subgraphs in the inferred networks. Specifically, we matched: (a) edges in the true and inferred networks, (b) edges in the true network to paths in the inferred network and viceversa, (c) shortest paths in the true and inferred networks, (d) sub-graphs per vertex generated from its 1-step neighbors (1-N).
We also applied our algorithm to real microarray data from the yeast compendium [3] . We generated the 1-step neighborhood subgraphs (1-N) for the inferred network and obtained gene ontology process annotation for each subgraph. 
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Nocluster Norevisit Revisit Figure 1 : Run time for different algorithms; lower runtimes are better. Algorithms were compared using three networks of known structure. Per network, two datasets were generated by either perturbing all genes (ECOLI-ALL, G75-ALL, G50-ALL) or only transcription factor genes (ECOLI-TF, G75-TF, G50-TF).
Results

CIN has significant speed benefits without substantial performance loss
We analyzed CIN in combination with the Markov blanket search (MBS) algorithm on three networks of known topology. We considered three approaches to learn networks: (a) CIN with MBS with no cluster reassignment (Norevisit), (b) CIN with MBS with cluster reassignment (Revisit), and (c) standard MBS (Nocluster). The running time of CIN with MBS, No-revisit and Revisit, is significantly smaller than standard MBS (Fig. 1) . The quality of the inferred networks using both CIN approaches are comparable to MBS on the complete variable set (Fig. 2) . We show results only for edge-path match. Results from edge-edge, path-path and 1-N subgraphs are similar.
Overall, we found that CIN had significant speed benefits over standard MBS. Revisiting clusters improves results at additional runtime cost, but is still faster than standard MBS.
CIN identifies subgraphs enriched in meaningful
biological processes from yeast stationary phase compendium.
We applied CIN with MBS to a recently generated microarray compendium of yeast in stationary phase. As the true network is not known for these data, we used Gene Ontology (GO) for validation of the inferred subgraphs [4] . At a stringent enrichment threshold (p-value < 10 −5 ), 89% of the subgraphs, enriched in a GO term, were likely to be true positives (FDR < 0.05). A fine-grained analysis of the subgraphs implicated several metabolic pathways (glycolysis, pyruvate metabolism, acetyl-CoA metabolic process), which are in agreement with known literature [2] . We also found one subgraph involved in aging (SSD1, SNF1, YFL042C, PDR1, SCH9) and another in cell cycle arrest (YDR196C, HRT3, FAR8, FAR3). These cells have been hypothesized as models for aging studies, and we provide specific candidate networks that can provide deeper understanding of aging and other cellular processes involved in proper stress response.
Conclusion
We present here a tractable approach, Cluster and Infer Networks (CIN), for learning large networks from genome-scale expression data. Our results on networks with known topology indicate that CIN has significant speed improvements without incurring substantial performance loss. Analysis of networks inferred from glucosestarvation yeast microarray data identified several biological meaningful dependencies. We are currently applying CIN to microarray data under other environmental conditions, to get a better understanding of the conditionspecific rewiring of cellular networks.
